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Miami, Florida: InterFlight Global Corporation and its wholly owned subsidiary IFG Capital, 
fund an effort to perform a valuation of the assets of Aero-Elvira Ltd Optica Series 301 aircraft 
program.  

The valuation precedes the funding of the program going forward with production of the Optica 
aircraft envisioned for the first half of 2018. 

Since 2014, IFG and IFG Capital have independently performed a preliminary program feasibility 
and due diligence effort deeming the program viable and suitable for investment. 

IFG has earmarked funding resources and investors for a re-launch of the program in the USA. 
Other world venues have also expressed interest to host the program relaunch and are under 
consideration. 

Oscar S. Garcia, Chairman and CEO of IFG and Managing Partner of IFG Capital states “We have 
identified the markets, globally, that need the unique Optica aircraft cabin visibility and special 
mission amongst many other capabilities at the impressively low cost that the aircraft can 
deliver them. The Optica timeless design is not only brilliant but offers to the market a capable 
platform with a long suite of cost effective applications that will be relevant well into the future 
of the program.”   

John Edgley, the original designer of the Optica, and now chairman of AeroElvira commented, 
"I’m delighted with IFG Capital’s interest in the Optica. I look forward to seeing the Optica back 
in production, fulfilling the role it was specifically designed for, and being a commercial 
success”. 

IFG and IFG Capital representatives will be available onsite for press and investors meetings at 
the Farnborough Airshow, July 12-17, 2016. 

About IFG and IFG Capital 

Established in the US in 1992, IFG and IFG Capital are leading aerospace boutique consulting and 
finance entities focused on the economic and business development of specialized aerospace 
small and medium size business. The firm is led by Oscar S. Garcia, is based in Miami, Florida and 
has corresponding offices in Washington DC, London, Madrid and Dubai. 
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